
Minutes of the BOS Meeting or internal members in Department held on 27(10/2020 and
29/10/2020

B.Tech and M.Tech course structure (applicable for 2019-20 entrants) was discussed

among BOS members of the department and following decisions were made:

11 Regarding ESC course CONM in IV semester which should have distribution (3-1-2)

having five credits, but in view of CONM distribution as (2-1-2) with 4 credits advised by

Maths departnent BOS, it was decided to add one more lecture to Mass Transfer I course

TCHA 204 and having distributions (3-1-2) with 5 credits. The new distribution will add

one more credit to PCC and will reduce ESC credit by one. It was also suggested that a

letter should be sent to Maths department so that in future it should have 5 credits as

mentioned in ordinances.

2. TCHA304 PDC (2-1-2) should be in VI semester in place of CAED TCHA 304 (2-

1-2) of 4 credits and corresponding changes in the course codes should also be made.

3. It was decided that few courses like particle and fluid particle processing which cannot be

covered in two lectures per week should be increased by one lecture without changing the

credits.

4. One lecture and one tutorial should be increased in TCHA 401 PMS and new distribution

is (3-1-2) with 5 credits, and to meet the credit criteria a PCC course having distribudon

(2-0-0) should be dropped .

5. In place of Elective Biochemical Conversion Process a new Elective Material Science &

Engineering has to be added in VII semester.

6. No change is required in existing M. Tech. course structure and it should continue as such

7. All the courses code have been modified as per new ordinance effective from 2019-20.

Now the new course codes are starting with TCHA in place of TCH.

8. With all these modification new structure of B. Tech. and M. Tech. is finalised by the
consent of all faculty members.



Minutes of BOS meeting on 04 January 2021

In continuation to earlier minutes of BOS meetings following decisions were made in the

meeting held on 04/01/2021 as per the suggestions of experts:

l. The second year course structure and curriculum has been approved without any

modification as discussed in earlier meetings and through email communications.

2. For Third year and Final year few suggestions were given which are as follows:

• Chemical Technology I (TCHA 309) and Chemical Technology Il (TCHA 312)

should be merged in one subject and the vacant slot should be utilized by some

Process Safety & Environment related course.

• Process Dynamics and Control (TCHA 304) and Process Instrumentation (TCHA

3 10) course should be merged in single subject and the vacant slot should be filled by

some Material Science related course.

e lhe slot as available in final year because of shifting and merging mentioned above

would be utilized by specific electives related to latest trends like CFD, optimization,

computation related etc. These would be upgraded in norms to current R&D and

Industry needs.
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Minutes or meeting or 30/01/2021

In continuation to meetings held on 27/10/2020, 29/10/2020, 23/12/2020, 01/01/2021 and

04/01/2021, the töllowing was finalized as per suggestion earlier provided by committee:

l. Vision, Mission, PEOS, PSOs finalized with minor changes suggested and incorporated.

2. All the suggestions incorporated in courses/electives.

3. Chairman BOS authorized to make any further necessary changes in consultation with

other faculty members.

4. As per DAA letter dated Jan 06/07, 2020, No. 1771/Acad/course/subject code/2020, for

the approved B. Tech. (2019-20 entrants) and M. Tech. (2020-21 entrants)

structure curriculum, the list was amended.


